
mage degradation as a result of Compton scattering
is of fundamental importance in scintigraphic imaging
(1,2) inasmuch as the total flux ofradiation transmitted
to the detector is several times brighter than the un
scattered radiation. Inclusion of all scattered flux with
the primary flux reduces the contrast by unacceptable
amounts, as is evidenced by the clinical failure of
gamma cameraswithout scatterdiscrimination.

The solution in use for decades employs one or more
energy signal discriminators that act in a cutoff manner,
discarding large portions ofthe scattered flux exhibiting
energies below that of the primary radiation, but ac
cepting most ofthe primary flux ofenergies lying within
a relatively narrow window. This is a wasteful process
since every event registered in the detector carries useful
information whether or not it lies in an acceptance
window or has been discarded as scatter. Removal or
compensation of the remaining scatter is difficult in a
postprocessing operation (3â€”6)since the most relevant
data, the energy response, has been discarded during
image acquisition.

In this paper we develop the theoretical basis for an
instrument that utilizes the information of the entire

spectrum of radiation incident on the detector by way

of a probabilistic weighting of both energy and spatial

data. The method is applicable to planar and tomo
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graphicimaging,and permits a quantitative measureof
scatter. The utility of the method is demonstrated with
phantoms and clinical images.

THEORY

Nuclear imaging systems use very few of the randomly
emitted gamma rays since only those that are aligned with the
aperture of the collimator are selected. This directional selec
tion of the collimator, together with the position information
of the detector, provides the imaging ability of the gamma
camera system. However, not all of the gamma rays reaching
the detector have their original direction preserved. In clinical
imaging, a large fraction of detected gamma rays have inter
acted within the patient by Compton scattering. Ifthese events
were directly recorded in the image, the image would be
seriously blurred. Apart from the fact that the gamma ray has
passed through the collimator, the gamma camera has no
information that allows the actual emission direction to be
determined. The only correlative measure of possible Comp
ton scattering is the loss ofenergy by the gamma ray. Because
of the small energy loss corresponding to forward scattering
angles (up to 50Â°for < 10% at 140 keV), and the finite energy
resolution ofthe NaI(Tl), the detector cannot precisely distin
guish scattered from unscattered gamma rays. While the exact
nature of individual events cannot be determined, a probabi
listicinterpretationispossibleusingenergyweightedacquisi
tion (EWA).

Consider the case of the normal window acquisition
method for gamma rays emitted from @mTc.An event with a
detected energy of I26.5 keY, near the lower edge ofa normal
99mTc20% window (126â€”154keV) is added to the image just
as strongly as if it had registered 140.5 keV, yet the rate at
which the photopeak process yields events at this apparent
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FIGURE 1
A: Impulsekernelwith nospatialextentandunitvalue.B: Distributionkernelwith finitespatialextent.C: Implementation
of finite spatial kernel used in the weighted acquisition module.

energy is â€”.-6%of the rate for 140.5 keY events, given a 10%
full width at half maximum (FWHM) energy resolution.
Moreover, the rate at which the scattering process yields events
at this apparent energy is typically twice the rate for 140.5
keV events. Even the event recorded at 140.5 keY has a
significant probability of being from a scatter process. The
true source of any detected gamma ray, from either scatter or
photopeak processes, cannot be determined on an event-by
event basis. However, on a probabilistic basis, the relative
likelihood can be determined and used in image building.
Thus, one should give 126.5 keY events less weight for pho
topeak image building than 140.5 keY events, and in addition
one should account for the scatter probability so that the final
image,statistically,hasa reductionin theeffectsofthe scatter
process ( 7â€”8).

The effects of the scatter process tend to be diffusely dis
tributed in position as well as in energy. The weighting func
tions for reducing the effects of scatter (mostly low spatial
frequencies) should likewise be distributed over an area of the
image surrounding the event (Fig. 1), while the strength for
image building (all frequencies) should be assessed at the exact
position of detectionto provide maximum systemresolution.

The weighting functions considered in this work are energy
dependent spatial filters of finite extent.

The output response, q@(x,y,E),of the camera system to a
distribution ofradiation, d(x'y'z) in a scattering environment
can be determined from the energy-dependent point-source
response function (EPSRF):

4(x,y,E) = fffEPSRF(x-x',y-y',E,z) d(x'y'z) dx'dy'dz.

The acquisition procedure, either windowed or weighted, uti
lizesa weighting function, w(x-x',y-y',E), to select information
from the full energy dependent @(x,y,E)and creates an image
I(x,y):

b(x,y)= fff w(x-x',y-y',E) @(x',y',E)dx'dy'dE.

In conventional windowed acquisition, ifan event is recorded
with an energy within the window, it is added to the image
with a strength of +1.0 at the event coordinates. This kind of
image building is represented by a weighting function that is
+1.0 for energies within the window and zero outside the
energy window. Furthermore, the restricted spatial extent
means that the spatial kernel is represented by the Dirac delta

Cam.ra Setup: Standard
Standard ImagIng
(narrow)
Windows

Camera Setup: WaIghtad
Weightsd ImagIng

(wide)
WindOws

FIGURE 2
Schematic of information flow from
camera to the image acquisition con
trol console for standard imaging and
for weighted imaging using the
weightedacquisitionmodule.
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environment. Function generation begins with a measurement
of the EPSRF. A figure of merit is defined to represent the
imaginggoals,for instance,the relativeimportance of scatter
reduction compared to the signal-to-noise ratio. A gradient
search is carried out to determine the weighting function that
optimizes the figure ofmerit. Weighting functions are selected
based on phantom and clinical testing. A discussion of further
details of weighting function generation will be the subject of
a future publication.

METhOD

Wehavechosento implementthe energy-dependentspatial
kernels in a pre-processing configuration (9). This is done
with a Weighted Acquisition Module (WAM) that processes
event information coming from the camera and provides a
standard image acquisition device with the information nec
essary to assemble the final processed image. Image acquisition
and storage devices, such as computers and film systems,
depend upon logic signals, often called unblank pulses, to
indicate when an event should be recorded. Conventionally,
an unblank signal was generated by the gamma camera when
ever an event fell within one of the preselected energy win
dows. The WAM, like the gamma camera, also generates
unblank pulses for image building. The WAM unblanks,
produced by a new criterion, transmit more information than
window acquisition methods (Fig. 2). There are actually two
unbbank generators in the WAM, so that each event can
contribute to two images simultaneously. Two simultaneously
acquired images, each processed by independent weighting
functions, are available from the WAM, providing the oppor
tunity to acquire a weighted image together with a standard
window image or to directly compare two weighting functions.

The WAM contains two 128 x 128 pixel, signed, real
number â€œread-add-writeâ€•buffer memories that allow it to
track the history of events throughout the measurement and
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FIGURE3
Setup for sheet source-to-point source ratio testing.

function, 6(x-x'). We observe that conventional windowed
acquisition is a simple subset of the general form for the
weighting function w(x-x',y-y',E):

w@1@(x-x',y-y',E)= Ã¶(x-x')Ã´(y-y')S(E),

where S(E) is the appropriate unit-valued step function for the
desired window. Since conventional windowed acquisition is
a subsetof the energyweightedacquisition method, we are
abbe to maintain overlap with all previous imaging conven
tions,whileaddingtheabilitytousethenewmethoddiscussed
here.

This weightingfunction dependson the detectedenergyof
the gamma ray to the extent that the energy reflects the scatter
history of the gamma ray. The degrees of freedom generated
by such an approach are very large compared to the limited
freedom involved in simple energy window imaging. We have
developed ways to control the degrees of freedom, while
maintainingthe abilityto significantlyinfluencethe line
source response function (LSRF), especially in a scattering

99mTC

- Technetium-99mand@Â°1Tlsheet-to
â€˜ â€˜ â€˜ I I point ratios and standard deviation

0 2 4 6 8 10 (nol5@) for weighted and windowed
Depth (cm) acquisitions.



provide the reference information needed to determine the
image value on an event-by-event basis. By using these buffer
memories, the WAM processes events with real weighting
functions, yet uses unblank pulses (an integer system), for
building images. The buffer memory is not used for image
display, but only as an intermediate step in the image forma
tion process. It records negative and fractional values, while
the image acquisition device records positive integer values.
The spatial filter is a 21 pixel kernel (a 5 x 5 region,lessfour
corner pixels) covering an area about 16 mm in diameter for
a bargefield of view camera (Fig. 1).This area is of a size barge
enough to do low amplitude, low noise scatter subtraction, as
well as spatial filtering, on the scale of the system resolution.

When an event is presented to the WAM, an analog-to
digital converter (ADC) produces an accurate value for the
event energy that is used for the address in the tables of
weighting functions. The weighting value for the center of the
kernel is added to the buffer memory pixel selected by position
ADCs. The new value is then checked: if it is + 1.0 or more,
the integer value is removed from memory and converted into
a series of one or more unblank pulses, i.e., equal to the net
integervalueof theevent,whichisemittedwith the original
event position coordinates and resolution. Then the weighting
values for the other 20 pixels around the kernel center are
added to the corresponding buffer pixels, as residual data for
future reference.

The energydependentweighting functions consistof four
spatial components, corresponding to the radial distribution
shown in Figure 1. Each isotope and collimator combination
may require different weighting functions. The generation of
weighting functions begins with a measurement ofthe EPSRF.
A figure ofmerit is defined that represents the desired imaging
goals, and weighting functions are generated that optimize
this parameter.Variousfunctions arepossible foreach isotope,
depending on the needs for different imaging situations, for
example; maximal scatter removal, improved signal-to-noise
ratio, or edge enhancement.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Phantom Studies
A simple parameterization, like the FWHM of the

LSRF, is insufficient to predict the performance of a
gamma camera system in the presenceof a scattering
medium. Phantom studies provide a more realistic
measure of the system performance.

For example, quantitation requires that measure
ments of specific activity should be independent of the
size of the lesion and independent of neighboring activ
ity. Activities with different spatial distributions, lying
at the same depth and containing the same specific
activities, should yield the same counting rate per pixel.
This requirement is violated when the scattered radia
tion is included in the measurement of the unscattered
radiation. An effective scatter removal scheme allows
better quantitation with less geometry dependence.

Testing this requirement at its extremes, we corn
pared the response to very large phantoms (sheet
sources) and very small phantoms (point sources). Ac

tivity of 99mTc or 201Tl was loaded into a sheet source
and a point source, and both sources were positioned
10 cm above a gamma camera. One part ofthe gamma
camera viewed the sheet, while another part viewed the
point. As shown in Figure 3, varying amounts of soft
tissue equivalent Plexiglas were inserted between the
sources and the camera. A large region ofinterest (ROl)
under the sheet source, and a smaller ROI under the
point were considered. We define a normalized sheet
to-point ratio, R, for each scatter depth:

(counts in sheet ROl/ (activity above sheet ROI)

(counts in point ROl) / (activity in point source)@

Figure 4 shows this ratio as a function of the scatter
depth. The counting rates in the two ROIs fall off as
more and more plexiglas is interposed, but they fall off
at different rates. Much of the scattered radiation orig
mating from the point source falls outside the small
point source ROI, whereas most of the detected scat
tered radiation from the sheet is detected within the
sheet ROI. Deviations from a constant value (ideally
1.0) indicate imperfections in the gamma camera sys
tern's ability to handle scatter. The deviations in Figure
4 follow the expected pattern, with R increasing as the
amount of interposed Plexiglas increases.

@()1

FIGURE 5
Schramm phantom images for @â€œTc(right) and 201Tl(left).
The upper images are the normal window acquisitions and
the lower images are obtained using energy weighted
acquisition.
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In clinical imaging, one would bike to reduce the
effects ofscatter with as little statistical noise as possible.
We calculate a noise parameter for the sheet source at
each scatter depth. This parameter is defined as the root
mean square (rms) percent deviation from the mean,
with non-statistical source deviations subtracted in
quadrature to correct for nonuniformities due solely to
the source and collimator. The noise is plotted along
with the sheet-to-point ratio, R, in Figure 4.

In the case of 99mTc,data was acquired with: an on
peak 15% window; an off-peak 15% window; and a
weighting function. In the case of 201Tl, we used: a
conventional window, 20% at 74 keY and 15% at 166
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keV; and a weighting function. The weighting functions
used in this experiment are those that have been found
to be useful from clinical investigations. For 99mTc,
EWA and the off-peak window show an improved
sheet-to-point ratio, but with the trade-off of increased
noise. However, EWA performs better than the off
peak window in both the sheet-to-point ratio and per
cent rms deviation. For 201T1,no trade-off is necessary.
EWA reduces both the percent rms deviation and the
effects ofscatter as measured in the sheet-to-point ratio.

A second, more subjective, phantom study demon
strates the boss of contrast in a simple planar imaging
geometry (the Schramm phantom). Figure 5 shows
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FIGURE6
Transverseviews of ECT phantom
for (A) @â€œTcand (B)@ The upper
images for each set are the normal
window acquisitionsand the lower
images are obtained using energy
weighted acquisition.
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images obtained with normal windows and weighting
functions, for 99mTcand 201Tl. Both isotopes show im
provement by scatter reduction. In addition to im
proved contrast in the areas of no activity, edge defini
tion is improved. Examination of the deviations about
the mean for various regions of this phantom shows
that the window and weighted images have comparable
noise characteristics. As in the sheet-to-point study,
scatter is a much bigger problem for 201Tl than for
99mTc The 30 cm2 100% cold region in this phantom,

located next to a hot region, demonstrates scatter rejec
tion. In the case of 201Tl,the count density in the cold
region is 40% of the count density in the hot region
with windowed imaging, and is improved to 29% with
energy weighted acquisition. The energy weighted ac
quisition technique does not exclude additional image
processing when such processing is desired. Postpro
cessing schemes can be performed in conjunction with
energy weighted acquisition (10) and are generally corn
plementary to energy weighting, being neither exclusive
nor competitive.

We have also investigated the use of weighted acqui
sition in SPECT imaging. In Figure 6, tomographic
reconstruction of a SPECT phantom (Data Spectrum
Phantom) are shown together with slices through a hot
rod region and through a region containing cold
spheres. The weighted images for 99mTcshow improved
contrast over the normal windowed images. The tech
nique also works for one of the more difficult isotopes
used in nuclear medicine imaging, i.e., 1231contami
nated with 124j(â€œdirtyiodineâ€•). The data were taken
with a low-energy, all purpose (LEAP) parallel colli
mator. Improved visualization ofboth the hot rods and
the cold spheres is evident as a result ofa large reduction
in scatter and high-energy background. The count pro
file through the largest cold sphere is shown for each
isotope.

Clinical Studies
Some clinical experience with energy weighted ac

quisition has been obtained by several investigators
(11â€”14).Both planar and SPECT studies have been
performed. M. D. Cooper and R. N. Beck of the Uni
versity of Chicago were first to investigate the clinical

application ofenergy weighted acquisition, using energy
weighting without finite spatial kernels. Siegelet al. (11)
acquired a set of 51 bone and gallium studies and were
first to demonstrate improved contrast for weighted
images compared to standard windows by quantifying
the contrast for the ribs (bone) and lesions (gallium).
Henkin et al. (12) have investigated energy weighted
acquisition for 201Tl myocardial planar and SPECT
imaging, as well as for 99mTcand 67Ga imaging (13).
They found improved contrast in phantom and patient
studies. For 2OIi@the ratio of ventricular wall to cham
ber activity, as well as lesion edge sharpness, is im

proved. Examples ofclinical images are shown in Figure
7.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Energy weighted acquisition using finite spatial filters

has been applied in phantom and clinical studies. EWA
is accomplished with the Weighted Acquisition Module,
a preprocesssingdevice that acceptsevents from the
gamma camera, applies the energy dependent real
valued weights on an event-by-event basis, and trans
formsthe camera logicpulsesfrom event flagsto event
value indicators. The WAM buffer memory accounts
for the nonpositive-integer (negative and fractional)
part ofthe image, while the image acquired at the image
acquisition station retains the usual property of being
formed from integervaluesonly.

When scintigraphic images are contaminated by ob
ject dependent scatter, radioisotope distribution infor
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FIGURE7
Examples of clinicalimages. The pairs of images were
taken simultaneously. The left image of each pair is energy
weighted acquisition and the right image is the normal
window acquisition. A: @Â°1TIplanar view of the heart. B:
1231(lofetamine) transverse SPECT view of the midbrain.
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mated detector. Eur J Nucl Med 1984; 9:229â€”232.
3. La Fontaine R, Stein MA, Graham LS, Winter J. Cold

lesions: enhanced contrast using asymmetric photo
peakwindows.Radiology1986;160:255â€”260.

4. Jaszczak RJ, Greer KL, Floyd, Jr. CE, Hams CC,
Coleman RE. Improved SPECT quantification using
compensation for scatter photons. J Nucl Med 1984;
25:893â€”900.

5. Oppenheim BE. Scatter correction for SPECT. J Nuci
Med 1984; 25:928â€”929.

6. Msaki P, Axebsson B, Dahl CM, Larsson SA. Gener
alized scatter correction method in SPECT using point
scatter distribution functions. J NucI Med 1987;
28:1861â€”1869.

7. Beck RN, Zimmer LT, Charleston DB, Hoffer PB.
Aspects of imaging and counting in nuclear medicine
using scintillation and semiconductor detectors. IEEE
TransNuclSci1972;19:173â€”178.

8. Beck RN, Zimmer LT, Charleston DB, et al. Advances
in fundamental aspects of imaging systems and tech
niques. In: Medical radioisotope scintigraphy. Vol. I.
Vienna: IAEA 1973; 3â€”45.

9. Hamill JJ, DeVito RP. Scatter reduction with energy
weighted acquisition. IEEE Trans NucI Sci 1989;
36:1334â€”1339.

10. DeVito RP, Treffert JD, Hamill JJ, Jaszczak RJ. Scat
ter removal by pre- and post-processing techniques
[Abstract]. JNuclMed 1988; 29:798.

11. Siegel ME, Lee KH, DeVito RP, Chen 0, Chen DCP.
Weighted acquisition: A method for improving bone
and gallium images [Abstract]. J NucI Med 1986; 27:
988.

12. Henkin RE, Halama JR, Friend LE, Dillehay GL,
Schultz KR, DeVito RP. Improved gamma camera
imaging with energy weighted acquisition [Abstract].
JNuclMed 1987; 28:758.

13. Halama JR. Henkin RE, Friend LE. Gamma camera
radionuclide images: improved contrast with energy
weighted acquisition. Radiology 1988; 169:533â€”538.

14. Murphy PH, Long SE, Moore WH, Dhekne RH, Blust
MJ, Pounds BK. Improved image contrast by scatter
suppression with energy weighted acquisition [Ab
stract]. JNuclMed 1988; 29:1316.

mation is degraded. Even simple planar phantoms show
object-dependent scatter effects. This object depend
ence is demonstrated in a sheet-source to point-source
ratio experiment, in which count rates for standard
window acquisition techniques depend strongly on the
scatter depth, while the weighted acquisition technique
improves the quantitative accuracy. A more complex
planar phantom demonstrates enhanced contrast and
edge definition. Scatter reduction is demonstrated for
99mTc and 201Tl, with the latter suffering greater losses
in contrast and ability to quantitate because of scatter.
SPECT phantom studies show promising results, even
for isotopes with high energy contamination problems
(â€œdirtyâ€•1231)Clinical experience shows improved im
ages for both planar and SPECT imaging.

EWA provides a way to utilize previously discarded
information in nuclear medicine imaging. Although a
new technique, it incorporates the accepted windowed
acquisition technique as a special subset of weighting
functions. Weighted acquisition is a practical technique

that effectually addresses the problem of Compton
scatter.
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